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INTRODUCTION
I had been coaching people for many years and as always, I was looking for
new ways to help my coaching clients to achieve even greater success in a
shorter amount of time. I believe in continual learning for myself so I can help
others.
I had experienced personally on a couple of occasions Hypnosis and Time Line
Therapy®. I wanted to explore this more as I thought it would help me help
my coaching clients. Through this exploration I was introduced to Neuro
Linguistic Programming (NLP). At first, I wasn’t sure how this fitted into my
coaching or how it could help my coaching clients. I was fixated on Hypnosis
and didn’t see the amazing tool NLP could be.
As I started to learn more my curiosity increased. I soon grew to believe there
was a clear connection between Hypnosis, Time Line Therapy® and NLP.
What surprised me the most was that even though I was looking for a tool to
help others, I was changing……dramatically. I now had information and
knowledge that was far greater than I had ever been taught before. This has
affected my behaviour – how I respond to situations, my relationships – I
grow them at a much deeper level than ever before, my future – I know
exactly what I want, and I design my future timeline. Just to name a few
things!
These changes were not subtle, people were noticing, they were saying
things such as “What’s going on you look amazing” or “You just seem
calmer/centred/focused/motivated……etc. etc.”
My outlook is now different, I now see things differently and this alone has
made a massive impact on my life.
I could feel all of these changes happening to me and couldn’t wait to share
this newfound knowledge of mine with others.

As I said, I was wanting a tool for my coaching clients. But it didn’t stop there.
As people heard about my results and results with others, people started
asking me how I could help them. So, I took on private clients. But it didn’t
stop there, as people experienced their own results, they wanted to learn
more about these techniques to help others.
I added events to my calendar to share my knowledge with others and
accrediting them as Hypnotherapists, Time Line Therapy® Practitioners, and
NLP Practitioners.
I put together this information to allow you to have a small glimpse into how
you can change your language to build strong connections, communicate in
a way to achieve desired outcomes and to know what is important to others
so you can help them in the best way possible.
Use these techniques to help change your own life and use it to help others
change their lives too – in the same way I have.
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RAPPORT
Rapport is the creation of the liking between people, instant
agreement and mutual understanding. Have you ever met someone and just
‘clicked’ you just felt ‘at ease’, felt like you had known them for years’? These
feelings and situations are great examples of Rapport. Rapport is usually
random at most times and people don’t tend to build Rapport with purpose
but once you understand that you can purposely build Rapport to improve
communication, reach desired outcomes and build relationships you will
realise that this simple technique can become a fundamental tool in your life.
People who are like each other, like each other.
When people are not like each other, they don’t like each other.
We are attracted to people who are like us, who like the same things as us.
When you like someone, you are willing to assist them in whatever they want.
Rapport naturally occurs when you think the person is similar to you.
There are many circumstances where Rapport is required but the other
person isn’t like us, doesn’t like the same things as us. It is important to
remember that throughout life being able to develop and maintain rapport
with a large number of people of varying backgrounds will help you get what
you want, whether it be in sales, engaging suppliers, teaching students or
encouraging children.
Using these very easy techniques Rapport will happen, no matter what, it
doesn’t matter how different they are to us, Rapport will happen.
One element of Rapport is to match the modality the person is in.

MATCHING AND MIRRORING
To build Rapport quickly the easiest method is to mirror a person utilising
breathing, speech, mannerisms etc: This is not exactly copying them. You
don’t want to look like a complete idiot…if you go and copy someone’s every
move you will definitely not build Rapport.
Here’s how you do it:

BREATHING
If someone is breathing slowly, you can also breathe slowly and
if a person is breathing quickly you can also breathe quickly. You
can pace your breathing at the same pace as theirs. As they
breathe out, you breathe out. How do you know when they are
breathing out? When they are talking. You will naturally breathe
out when you speak, then you will take a breath in, and as you
continue to speak you will breathe out again. Test it out right
now…. I was right, wasn’t I? This alone creates very powerful
Rapport.

PHYSICAL
If someone’s standing or sitting in a certain way you can sit in the
same way. If they are leaning forward, you can lean forward. If
they are sitting back, you sit leaning back as well. These is subtle
mirroring that the other person will not recognise.
If someone is tapping their foot you may slightly tap or move
your foot or your hand at the same tempo.

VOICE
You can match the tempo, tonality, timbre (quality) and volume
of someone’s voice. If they speak slower and deeper you can do
the same. Don’t speak too low so that you don’t sound natural,
just lower your voice slightly to suit your own tonality. If they
speak quickly you can increase your pace of speech to match
theirs.
Furthermore, with regard to speech, you can use their own
words back to them.
Firstly, take note whether they are using Visual words, Auditory
words or Kinesthetic words.

Here are some examples:
Visual
I can see this is not working
I don’t want to look at this proposal any longer
Auditory
You are not hearing what I am saying
It sounds like a bad idea
Kinesthetic
You don’t understand how I feel
I’m feeling unappreciated

Secondly, when you are speaking you feed back to them the words they
have used.

Here are some examples:
Visual
I can see that this proposal is not what you were expecting
Auditory
It sounds like we need to talk further
Kinesthetic
I understand you feel unappreciated
Feeding their language back to them will allow them to feel understood,
and they will feel that you have empathy.
This strategy is especially useful in conflict. Conflict can stem from not
being in Rapport. Remember to feed the words back as closely as you
can to theirs.

Chunks of Content
This is the level of detail the person deals in. If the person is big picture, they
will quickly get bored with all of the details. If a person is highly detailed, then
you may find that you have to give them more detail then first anticipated.
Make sure you are matching the level of detail that the person requires.
Experiences and Associations
This is what most people utilise to build Rapport. People look for common
interests, common background, common experiences, common beliefs and
values.
Major elements of Matching and Mirroring:
Physiology
Posture
Gesture
Facial Expressions
Blinking
Breathing
Tonality
Voice
Tone – pitch
Tempo – Speed
Timbre – Quality
Volume – Loudness
Words
Predicates
Key words
Experiences
Associations
Chunks of Content
Remember when Matching and Mirroring you do need to be subtle. You don’t
want the other person to think you are making fun of them. Typically, most
people will not even realise, they are so caught up in what they are talking
about and what to say next they are rarely fully aware of what you are doing.

How do you know you are in Rapport?
There are many indicators of Rapport outside the scope of this
book but here are a few indicators to allow you to be confident
you are in Rapport.
The person will use phrases like “I feel like I have known you
for years”. They may introduce you to someone else as “my
friend…”. They will use words like “trust”
You will see a warmth in their face. A colour change in their
face and skin tone will happen. It can rise up from the neck into
their cheeks.
You can test Rapport by pacing or leading the other person.
You can influence their behaviour. Change your posture, and
you will see that they will change theirs to match yours.
Change the speed of your speech and listen as they change the
speed of their speech as well.
Once in Rapport, pacing and leading is very useful in conflict
situations. Imagine leading an angry person by lowering your
voice volume to have the other person lower theirs. Imagine
leading an angry person by changing your posture so they
change their posture as well. By making these leading changes
it will definitely calm the angry situation.

EYE PATTERNS
`
We can easily take note of someone’s eye patterns that will give a very
clear indication of the part of their brain that they are drawing on. This is very
useful when you are wanting to know how someone is thinking and not
necessarily what they are thinking about. People may access a picture to
access a memory, they may access a sound or a feeling to access a memory.
If a person accesses a picture you may be able to help that person design a
different picture to make different choices when in the same situation in the
future.
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Note: this is the correct diagram for a right-handed person. Left-handed
people may be reverse organised. There may be some right-handed people
who are reverse organised also.

VC – Visual Construct
The eyes will move up and to the right.
This is where the person will construct new visual images they may never have
seen before.

VR – Visual Recall
The eyes will move up and to the left.
This is where the person will remember previous visual images.

AC – Auditory Construct
The eyes will move directly to the right.
This is where the person will construct new (internal) sounds they may never
have heard before.

AR – Auditory Recall
The eyes will move directly to the left.
This is where the person will remember previous sounds, they have heard

AD – Auditory Digital
The eyes will move down to the left.
This is where the person will hear internal dialogue and conversations.

K – Kinesthetic
The eyes will move down to the right
This is where the person will feel feelings.
People have a dominant system which is their preferred system. This system
is the system they use most frequently. It is important to mention that
EVERYONE uses ALL systems at different times. For example; if you ask a
person, “What does your car look like?” then, it is most likely they will access
their Visual Recall even if their preferred system is Auditory.
Great questions you can use to activate a particular eye pattern:

Visual Construct – VC
What would your car look like if it had Polka-dots on it?
What would your bedroom look like if it was painted fluorescent orange in
colour?

Visual Recall – VR
What was the colour of your room when you were a child?
What was the colour of your first car?

Auditory Construct – AC
What would I sound like if I had Donald Duck’s voice?
What would your mum sound like if she had a voice like Mickey Mouse?

Auditory Recall – AR
Can you remember the sound of your mother’s voice?
Can you remember the sound of your favourite pet?

Kinesthetic
What does the sand feel like on your feet when at the beach?
What does it feel like to step into a really hot bath?

Auditory Digital
Can you recite to yourself the National Anthem?
Can you recite to yourself your 5 times table?
Can you use this to know if people are lying?
Yes, you can.

IMPORTANT: You must be very careful that you do not make quick
assumptions. You must make sure the person is not reverse organised by
testing their preferred system a number of times with direct questions that
will give you accurate results. I would suggest that you extensively practice
your skills in this area before ruining relationships or making accusations
solely based on eye patterns.
If you want to learn more about these techniques go to my website:
www.sharonjurdevents.com.au/events and join me at my NLP Practitioner
event.

REPRESENTATIONAL SYSTEMS
Using a person’s Representational System will allow you to build amazing
Rapport with that person immediately. The person will feel a sense of being
the same, they will feel an instant connection.
Representational Systems are how people use their 5 senses to represent
internally the information coming in from the world around them. The 5
senses are: Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic (feelings), Gustatory (taste),
Olfactory (Smell).
Everyone will have a primary or dominant Representational System. The
Representational System that they prefer to utilise. Their default
Representational System will usually be either Visual, Auditory or Kinesthetic.
But remember that EVERYBODY will use ALL Representational Systems at
different times.

VISUAL
Visual people tend to talk faster than Auditory or Kinesthetic
people. They tend to breathe shallower and a lot faster than
others. They are less distracted by noise. They often have trouble
remembering and are bored by long verbal conversations and
instructions.
Visual people make great architects, artists, photographers,
interior designers.

EYE PATTERNS
Their eye patterns will tend to be up to the left to recall and up to
the right to construct

PREDICATES
They will use words and phrases like: “see”, “picture”, “look”,
“show” “let me see”, “Send me a picture/diagram”, “How does
that look?”, “I see what you mean”, “I see your point of view”, “I
have a dim view of this project”, “In light of….” “Paint a picture
for me”, “Beyond a shadow of a doubt”, “In view of….”, “Let’s
take a peek”, I’ll see to it”, “Sight for sore eyes”.

AUDITORY
Auditory people tend to tilt their heads to the side as if to ‘listen’.
Auditory people will hear sounds that Visual or Kinesthetic people
have not heard. Auditory people can be easily distracted by noise.
They like to talk on the phone. Auditory people tend to sit in the
middle range of Visual and Kinesthetic with regard their breathing
and speech speed.
Auditory people make great musicians, singers, language teachers,
broadcasters

EYE PATTERNS
Their eye patterns will tend to be directly to the left to recall and
to the right to construct.

PREDICATES
They will use words and phrases like: “hear”, “sound”, “resonate”,
“Call on”, “I don’t like your tone” “How does that sound to you?”
“You are not hearing me”, “Are you listening to me?” “I am all ears”
“That rings a bell”, “Clear as a bell”, “He gave me an earful”, “Hold
your tongue”, “Loud and clear”, “Purrs like a kitten”, “It’s unheard
of”, “Within hearing distance”, “give me your ear”.

KINESTHETIC
Kinesthetic people breathe very slowly and much deeper than
Auditory and Visual. They speak the slowest of them all they will
stop to ‘feel’ the subject.
Kinesthetic people make great physical therapists, mechanics,
machinists, athletes, health care.
Eye Patterns
Their eye patterns will tend to be down to the right.
Predicates
They will use words and phrases like: “feel”, “heavy” “light”, “I
don’t feel this is a good fit for me” “You don’t understand how I
feel”, “This is a solid idea”, “I am comfortable to work with you”,
“Come to grips with”, “Hand in hand”, “It was a heated
argument”, “Sharp as a tack”, “Slipped my mind”, “Smooth
operator”, “Stiff upper lip”, “Start from scratch”, “He is such a
stuffed shirt”, “Hang in there”, “Do you get the drift?”, “Boils
down to it”, “Get a load of this”, “He is a pain in the neck”.

There is also Gustatory (taste) and Olfactory (smell) that are less
likely to be the dominant or primary Representational System. But
there is one other that I feel must get a mention, but is not always
noted:

AUDITORY DIGITAL
Auditory digital people even though only a small number spend
a lot of time talking to themselves. They memorise steps,
sequences and procedures. They want to know the process
makes sense.
Auditory Digital people make great online marketing strategists,
investor, speculator.
Eye Patterns
Their eye patterns will tend to be down to the left.
Predicates
They will use words and phrases like: “sense”, “think”, “learn”,
“Let’s go through the process”, I need to consider this decision”,
I want to understand what this is”, “I sense this will be great for
us”

LANGUAGE PATTERNS
Using language patterns can help with our behaviours and internal states.
You can identify what type of personality that is hiding behind different
words. By customising your speech, you can build instant Rapport with a
person to achieve acceptance, agreement, and improve your communication
with that person. You can overcome objections, use it to dissolve conflict, and
assist someone to change their mind.
Words (and the sequence of words) can be used for a particular purpose and
will have a massive effect on outcomes.
By asking a question with the correct use of words will give you the answer
you may be looking for that previously couldn’t have been discovered. By
asking a question with the correct use of words a person may see a situation
from a different perspective to gain control over their emotions.
Our words do not describe the world we live in but rather they determine the
world we live in.
Let’s look at a few words and phrases that can determine outcomes.

Try is a very limiting word and sets you up for failure.
You must ‘DO’ or ‘DO NOT’ if you try then you are not ‘doing’ or not ‘not
doing’.
Let’s do a test: Hold a pen in your hand. I now ask you to ‘try and drop it’. Now
only three things can happen
1. You dropped the pen; you did the act of ‘doing’
2. You held onto the pen; you did the act of ‘not doing’
3. You ‘tried’ and failed as you could not ‘try’ you could only ‘do’ or ‘not do’.
Trying allows you to fail and you can then say, “At least I tried” and you will
feel better about yourself.
When people say they will try, they do not have 100% commitment to
achieving what they said they will try and do.
When someone says to me that “I will try and attend your event” Are they
going to make it? I know they will not….and I have not been wrong yet.

I learned not to say this word from a very young age. My mum would say
“There is no such word as can’t – it is not in the English Dictionary” now as I
write this, I realise to this day I still have never checked the dictionary.
Whether it is or isn’t my mum was on the right track.
When you tell yourself, you can’t do something then you can’t. It’s as simple
as that. When you say you can’t do something it shuts down all the resources
and opportunities for you to actually do it.
You always can do it, there may be something that is preventing you at the
moment, that you can always overcome. You just have to work out how.
You need to change the words you are saying to yourself. If you say “I can’t
grow my business” you can change it to “I can grow my business” or “I am
learning how to grow my business” or “My skills are expanding to allow me
to grow my business”

This is one tiny, simple insignificant word that implies that whatever you are
writing or talking about is also tiny, simple and insignificant.
The word ‘just’ minimises whatever follows. We tend to use it to give the
impression that what we are requesting or asking will be ‘easier to handle’
‘smaller in effort’ nor ‘less of an inconvenience’ to whoever we are asking of.
By starting off your sentence with ‘just’ demeans what you have to say. Using
the word ‘just’ can make you seem meek.
For example: “Just wanted to see if you had time…”, “Just wondering if you
had a chance to….”
When you take this word out you may tend to feel a bit aggressive. You are
not!
You will be surprised what will happen when you totally remove this word. It
will be all positive I can assure you.

DON’T
This word can be a very powerful negative word.
Firstly, I will mention that the brain does not understand a negative. If I say to
you “Don’t think of an apple” what did you do? You thought of an apple then
you deleted it.
The brain will take on what is said directly after the word ‘don’t’ for example
if you have children there may have been a time where they picked up a glass
and you said “Don’t drop that glass” now their brain will take on board “drop
the glass” and they will usually drop the glass and you may have responded
with “I told you do not drop the glass.”
It is important to always frame your words and sentences in the positive. In
the above example you could change your words to “Hold on tight to that
glass” or “Hold the glass with both hands”
Here are some more examples:
“I don’t want to be late” change to “I will be on time”
“I don’t want to lose my job” change to “I will get a promotion”
“I don’t want debt” change to “I have plenty of money”
“I don’t want slow paying clients” change to “The clients I attract pay me
immediately”

When you ask someone “Why?” you are most likely not going to get a great
answer. It might be something along the lines of “I don’t know” This is
because most of the time they really don’t know. They may have an idea of
what it might be because of what others have told them such as it’s your
childhood, parents, family, upbringing, education the list could go on. These
‘Why’ answers will just leave you stuck in the past.
You may ask yourself “Why has this happened to me?”, “Why do bad things
happen to me” or “Why do I attract bad relationships”. But you might notice
that you don’t get clear answers from these questions to move you forward.
To move forward you must remove ‘Why’ questions and ask ‘What’ and ‘How’
questions. Using these two words will allow for useful questions which will
bring answers which will build momentum to overcoming your challenges.
Some useful ‘What’ and ‘How’ questions are:
“How can I help you?”
“What do you need?”
“What can I do to fix this problem?”
“What do I need to learn to overcome this problem?”
“What resources do I need to move forward?”

VALUES
What is important to you?
When you know what is important to you at an unconscious level you will
understand what drives your behaviours.
If you aren’t happy or don’t feel fulfilled, what is important to you is probably
not being met.
Values are what is important to us. Our top 5 Values (Values Hierarchy) affect
our decision making on a daily basis. Values motivate us in our behaviour, the
actions we take, the things we get done.
It is important to know your own Values Hierarchy to fulfil your highest Values
which leads to you feeling happy, content and life just being ‘easy’. When you
feel you are in the right place at the right time, doing what you were meant
to do it is likely your highest Values ae being met. If you feel that there is
something missing, there is possibly more, or you are not sure if this is the life
for you then it is likely your highest Values are not being met.
Our Values can be derived from parents, extended family, teachers, religion,
friends and other people of influence. They can change due to Significant
Emotional Events and a number of other things. You may have different
Values in different parts of your life for example: career, business, life, health
& wellbeing.

Client example:
I had a client Suzi aged 52 (of course I have changed her name), she was trying
to lose weight. She would eat ‘lettuce’ and exercise and had no medical
explanation why she was overweight. Nothing seemed to work – she had
tried almost every diet plan available. She felt she ‘should’ lose weight to
become healthier and so forth, but she couldn’t shift the weight. I elicited her
Values and her Values Hierarchy in life, what we found was that Health,
Wellbeing or Fitness or any other Values representing this same meaning
were nowhere to be found.

So, to explain a little, if health, fitness or wellbeing is not in Suzi’s Hierarchy,
this is not important to her at an unconscious level (Suzi feels it ‘should’ be
important at a conscious level), but because it is not important at an
unconscious level, her behaviours and actions reflect this. Suzi wasn’t
exercising every day; she was on occasion eating fattening foods and really
not sticking to any eating plan long term and so on. If health, fitness or
wellbeing was in her Values Hierarchy then it would be important for her to
exercise daily, she would have a focus on eating healthier foods and it would
be easy to stick to a plan long term. Suzy would then find the weight would
adjust naturally.
Values will affect your choices of work environment. If you are fulfilling your
Values Hierarchy, you will feel content in your job. You may hear people say
“It doesn’t feel like work” - this is probably because they are fulfilling their
highest Values.
One of my top 5 Values is travel so I always work in an environment and design
my life to satisfy this Value.
If you would like to find out more about having your unconscious Values
elicited, have your personal Values Hierarchy identified or want to know how
to change your Values Hierarchy please contact me by registering for a
‘Discovery Session’ on my website at www.sharonjurdevents.com.au.

CONCLUSION
These easy techniques are very powerful tools. This is just a snippet of what
these techniques fully entail. There is so much more to learn and to
implement. I know if you take on board what you have learnt here your life is
already on the way to change. But there is so much more.
If you want to learn more, you have some choices…...
1. Go to my website:
www.smjcoachinginstitute.com/events and join me at one of my live
events. I would love to have you in my room and have some fun while
learning real-life, hands-on techniques.
2. Go to my website: www.smjcoachinginstitute.com/discoverysession
and request to spend a FREE 30-minute session virtually with me
personally. At the end of our conversation I will guarantee you that
you will know what your next step will be.
3. Go to my website:
www.oneononecoaching.sharonjurdevents.com.au if you are serious
about taking your life to a level you never thought possible. If you
want to work privately one-on-one with me and move forward at a
dramatic pace, I would be excited to work with you.
I just want to conclude by saying I am so grateful you have taken the time to
allow me into your life. I hope our paths cross (in real life) very soon. I know
that you will build instant Rapport with me by matching and mirroring, talk to
me in my Representational System and utilise language patterns where you
will finally know what is important to me.
Talk soon.

Sharon Jurd

Entrepreneur, Author, Speaker,
Business Mentor and Success Coach

Sharon is a highly respected International best-selling Author as
well as a seasoned Business Executive, Entrepreneur, Growth Strategist
and Success Coach.
She is passionate about helping people grow their business faster
than the competition by giving those business owners financial freedom,
and the choice to live the life they deserve.
Sharon is qualified and recognised as a leading business coach,
licenced business agent, licenced real estate agent, licenced auctioneer,
licenced stock and station agent and she holds a diploma in business and
franchising.
Sharon’s passion for peak performance and creating success
started just 6 months after she opened her first real estate office as a
Century 21 franchisee where she obtained a 72% market share despite
having six major well established competitors. Within the year, Sharon
had opened her second office and quickly became a major player in that
market place too – as the youngest single female director within the
organisation.
After dominating in this area, Sharon went looking for a new
challenge and sold her successful awarding winning real estate offices.

Sharon is the director of her own franchise network “HydroKleen
Australia” and grew it massively in just 2 short years making it the leader
in its field.
Her professional achievements have been recognised by her
winning over 36 industry and business awards such as Franchise
Business of the Year, People’s Choice Award, Chamber of Commerce
Business of the Year, Gold Coast Business Excellence Award - Emerging
Business and Merit Award for Franchise Women of the Year NT/QLD and
Australian Franchise Woman of the Year, just to name a few.
For more than 20 years, Sharon has worked, travelled, consulted
and taught internationally, speaking to and motivating thousands of
people in Australia, New Zealand, England, France, Italy, United Arab
Emirates, USA, and Canada on how to create wealth and financial
success.
Sharon’s achievement and motivational programs plus articles
published in newspapers and magazines nationally and internationally,
have made her a sought-after speaker and consultant on the
international stage.
She is the international author of the book “How To Grow Your
Business Faster Than Your Competitor – The Secrets to Freedom and
Success in 5 easy steps.”
Sharon is a member of many professional bodies and associations
including Franchise Council of Australia and Women in Franchising.
She lives in Queensland, Australia with her husband John.

